
BA3b Presentation slides:

Interactive Showcase
This is my interactive showcase from the end of the last term exhibition. The original goal in BA3a was to create an interactive portfolio of smaller projects to be curated inside of the virtual space. 

The feedback from BA3a would be used to help me construct more of a resolved and thoughtful output with a greater context in BA3b.

The main points for improvement in BA3b were the consistency of the design aesthetic used inside of the space. Moving forward I want to focus on the interactivity of the 3D objects in the 3D space based around a narrative structure because I feel the audiences are different for my 3D work opposed to the 2D designs.

Disconnected Curation
I got a very good experience at the end of the last term to curate a virtual environment for 5 other designers to present their work, this was called the Disconnected exhibition. For me in terms of industry practice this would be a similar role as a Game/level designer using assets from concept artists to create a narrative structure for a user placed in the envi-
ronment. 

As a designer my focus is on the layouts and presentation of the objects in the environments but the weakest point was the use of mechanics in the experience. Having more time I would have liked to add local multiplayer with two controllers. 

Ampersand
For Ampersand my collaborative outcome was called “A new perspective”. It was a Virtual Reality animation created in 3 weeks with my writer and other illustrator. My role was based around content creation of the narrative and it’s direction moving into VR.

Moving on from this project I think VR could be a natural extension from the world environments but it would need to connect with the spaces I am creating in my virtual space designs coherently.

Core Project part 1
Rainbird has been in the back of my head for the main project in BA3b so the content I have been making has been based around the context of visualising algorithm by representing the manipulated code as a natural aesthetic. The symbols of the code interest me because they reflect the interface which the type consists inside of. 

For example the san serif Helvetica typeface used with symbols like the apple logo represents an operating system it was presented in.

Technical symbols like the Pilcrow, inverted question mark and diamond lozenge are used in different contexts across multiple languages. In the context of code and algorithm they provide a universal language for the user. 

These are the methods I am using to construct the narrative. They are made to question who the user is in the environment and how they relate to images.

Core Project part 2
I am at a very early stages of constructing the narrative for my environment. I have built in UI menus into this version of the build with a minimal colour palette because modern operating systems mostly use a flat aesthetic which reflects a time period of the experience.

The overall goal in this project it to construct an environment that asks the viewer questions about who they are in the space by interacting with the objects around them. 

For example there could be a bench with a newspaper referencing a previous event at the location and maybe providing some information to the player about who they are but they would then need to explore more to find their narrative. 

Horizon
Horizon Zero Dawn is a game that I wanted to talk about because the narrative is focused towards artificial intelligence, questioning what we understand is natural. The story is told through a linear narrative of around 20 hours total. The meat of the game consists of surviving and discovering the world around the user in a 3rd person perspective. 

John Gonzalez the writer of Horizon explains the narrative saying:
“If you look up the definition of nature, it is essentially whatever humans don’t do or make. Which falls apart on the face of it, because we are obviously part of the natural order,” “We arise from nature the same way as any other organism. In some ways, I think the concept calls into question whether or not those two forces have to be opposed to one anoth-
er.”

ABZU
Abzu is title that is about exploration and creating replay value from the different ways the player can interact with the objects in the environment. 

In an interview Matt Nava the art director on the game was asked how the emotional experience was constructed saying: 

“The goal is to create an experience that’s lasting and meaningful for players. We want to give them a world they can explore and keep coming back to and enjoy.”

Collaboration
In BA3b I am also working in collaboration with Nancy from the course to produce graphical layouts and designs which  provide a narrative when the figurative characters are positioned in the spaces. We have created a variety of animations and still image designs which I think are effective when presented in a 2D digital environment like a website. 

These smaller projects help me focus on the digital graphic design of the narrative opposed to creating the whole structure which is not my strong point, because I work better when given some set of rules.

My website
Instead of putting everything into my 3D environments I have also designed a website so that my 2D projects can be presented to the targeted audiences correctly. 

The website has been developing over the past few months. I am refining the interface and presentation so that all of my  projects in BA3b will in some form be presented in this space as a portfolio for my various audiences.

Exit strategy content list 

For the exit strategy. In the summer I will be working with Dreamsphere studios to focus on the narrative direction of their upcoming game.

I will also be working with Nocturnal magazine again for the newest issue.

I have started to build up a contact list for local potential companies I can approach in the design industry for work and internships. 

My core focuses are around Game design and graphic design studios. I am also interested in working with UX/UI and VR studios in Norwich.
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